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Nuclear scenario studies are performed to explore the
impact of possible evolutions of nuclear ﬂeets. While these
studies help to understand fuel cycle physics and to
highlight drivers for nuclear inventories, they are also used
as boundary objects for building interdisciplinary
researches in connection with sociology, economics, etc.
Nuclear scenario studies rely on nuclear fuel cycle
simulation tools developed to enhance the scientiﬁc
knowledge related to nuclear fuel cycle physics. These
codes are based on physical models simulating each type of
reactor and fuel. Usually, each research or engineering
institution develops its own code matching speciﬁc issues
(resource management, plutonium multi-recycling, GEN
IV reactors deployment, minor actinides transmutation,
market management….) related to a national or local
situation. Hence, a wide variety of nuclear fuel cycle
simulation tools and possible/reachable outputs are

available. However, the scientiﬁc issues (optimization
algorithm, uncertainty propagation, exploratory analysis,
physical models, coupling with economy…) encountered by
the community are similar.
Since 2015, an international effort has been made by
nuclear fuel cycle simulation tools developers and users to
connect with stakeholders and facilitate the development
of collaborations and projects at national and international
levels. In this framework, Technical Workshops on Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Simulation (TWoFCS) are organized in order to
enhance discussions and provide the opportunity for
scientists to share their work. This year edition has been
supplemented by this topical issue of EPJ-N gathering
research papers on nuclear scenarios studies. We are
thankful to the publisher and editors for this opportunity to
give an overview of recent research works achieved by the
international community.
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